
Dynamic Network Services connects people with content.
And with more than 10 years of experience, we do it well.

What is the Dynect Platform?
The Dynect Platform is the latest offering in Enterprise DNS solutions. It 
is built upon Dynamic Network Services’ experience in running one of 
the world’s finest consumer services, DynDNS.com.  The Dynect Platform 
combines this operational experience with the newest technology 
available to provide an easy to use, robust, and resilient DNS service 
system.

With the Dynect Plaform, you get an an easy-to-use DNS management 
system via the Web.  A search function allows you to jump between 
different sections of your zones quickly and easily. The Dynect Platform 
supports multiple users and allows administrators to set various 
permission levels for different users by zone, label, or record.  Only users 
with the appropriate credentials will be able to change your delicate 
DNS settings.

The Dynect Platform allows you to take advantage of the DNS’  built in 
Load Balancing and Failover system. We’ll monitor your servers remotely 
and correct your configuration if we notice a problem. We’ll also send 
you a notification so you can get your system back online as soon as 
possible.

How does DNS affect my business?
Everything your business does online, from serving web pages to 
relaying e -mails, relies on DNS to find its appropriate server, database, 
or information store. If your DNS is down, your entire Internet presence 
is down. Why invest so much time and money into these services only 
to have your DNS fail?  The Dynect Platform guarantees 100% DNS 
resolution, so you’ll never have to deal with a DNS outage again.
Visit www.dynect.com and sign up today.

+1.888.840.3258
hello@dynect.com 
www.dynect.com
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About Dynamic Network Services, Inc.
Since 1998, Dynamic Network Services has been an Internet leader in domain, directory service 
and e-mail services. Each day we keep two million clients on cloud nine, sound in the knowledge 
that their networks are up and the bliss of permanent Internet presence undisturbed.

What we do
At Dynamic Network Services, we do not discriminate between the hobbyist and the Fortune 
500 company. Call us crazy but we believe their needs are extremely similar: both expect 
perfection in service, an uncompromising outlook on performance, reliability and security, 
and both expect support with a personal touch. Catering to the “big guys” is no excuse for 
impersonal ticketing systems, and offering services for home users is no reason to let quality 
standards slip.

Our delivery network
We pull all the strings, virtually and literally, to make our network the most reliable, scalable 
and secure there is. These efforts are made possible by the great work of the open source 
community to whom we are eternally grateful, as well as the dedication of our developers and 
administrators.

Part of the virtual plumbing of Internet
We develop and maintain systems be millions to access web sites, their email and other IT assets.  
As mathematicians meet engineers meet user experience specialists, we meticulously invent 
new ways to ensure that your critical services do not go down.

A company of engineers
The Internet bubble, as they called it, grew and burst a mere two years after we were founded, 
not because technology failed its users but because those who marketed it wanted to coerce 
it into solving problems it was never meant to tackle. For this reason, and for many others, 
we pride ourselves in our engineering excellence, in refraining from false claims and from 
hyperbole. Our operations all solve precise, genuine problems our users face on their 
networks.

Some of our clients
Anadarko, Atlanta.com, Bodum, Breitling, Cable News Network (CNN), dotCoop 
Tld., The Mozilla Foundation, Netnanny, Odeo, Subway, Twitter and, of course, 
two million dedicated, passionate, adventurous individuals who have been 
kind enough to honor us with mentions on Lifehacker, Slashdot, the O’Reilly 
Network, Business Week and many more.

• Over a billion DNS queries a day

• 100% DNS uptime since 2001

• Several million DNS updates a day

• Over 7 million users served

• Over 100,000 domains managed

• Over 50,000 domains registered

• DNS operator for 6 top-level domains

• Average support response in minutes


